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 NATIONAL AND COUNCIL OF STATES ELECTIONS 2019
 On 20 October, after 4 years, the Swiss 
people elect their members of parlia-
ment. More than 4500 men and wo-
men run for seats in Bern on hundreds 
of lists drawn from numerous parties. 
The small chamber is elected according 

to the major election procedure, the large chamber according 
to the somewhat more complicated proportional election pro-
cedure, which offers more possibilities. The decisive factor in 
proportional representation is first the party votes, only then 
the personal votes. The electoral lists can be submitted unch-
anged, names canceled, cumulated or panached.
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INTEREST RATE POLICY OF THE CENTRAL BANKS
 The US Federal Reserve is cutting in-
terest rates by a further 0.25 percen-
tage points, with the aim of giving the 
US economy more momentum.  The 
European central bank lowers the 
negative interest rate to -0.5%. This 

means that the banks will have to pay more interest on their 
parked money at the ECB, which will boost the economy. Only 
the SNB remains true to its policy and left negative interest rates 
at the old level of -0.75%.

 WORLDWIDE CLIMAT PROTETS
 Youth is worried. Around the world (in 
160 countries) hundreds of thousands 
of people, especially young people, are 
protesting against climate change, even 
in countries where climate policy has 
hardly been an issue until now. The 

climate protests are working. The Federal Government of Germa-
ny, for example, has adopted a billion euro package for climate 
protection. In Switzerland, almost all parties jumped on the cli-
mate bandwagon before the elections. First effect: The NR decides 
on an air ticket levy.
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 ORGAN DONATION - WHICH LAW SHOULD APPLY?
Every year about 70 people die becau-
se they have to wait too long for an 
organ. The number of organ donors has 
fallen sharply in the last five months, 
and the death rate on the waiting list 
has risen significantly. The national 

ethics committee of the federation would like to obligate the 
population with the organ donation to a explanation: Every 
person should be asked to express their will to donate organs.                                      
Bild : SRF
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K APITEL SEITE/N

Pol. Entscheidungsträger, Parteien  10-13
Majorz-, Proporzwahl     22-24
Die Notenbank   129, 130
Konjunkturpolitische Massnahmen  170

19.11    01.09.2019 – 22.09.2019

a)   Which two chambers does the Swiss Parliament consist of? 

b)  Which are the two pole parties (left-right)?  

c)  Name other political parties in Switzerland. 

d)  Name other political parties in Switzerland. 

e)  What‘s a „polling list“? 

f)  What does cumulate or panache mean? 

a)  What are the tasks of a central bank? 

b)  What means SNB:_________________________ EZB:___________________________      
                           FED: ________________________________________________________

c)  How can a central bank intervene in a cooling economy? 

d)  Which other institutions can also intervene in the economy? 

a)  Who initiated the climate strike movement? 

b)  What is the name of the climate movement now known worldwide? 

c) Which countries have a particularly poor climate balance? 

d)  What are the causes of climate change? 

e)  What are the consequences of climate change? 

f)  What are the consequences of climate change? 

a)  What does the explanation regulation do? 

b)  What does the objection system of the organ donation initiative achieve? 

c) List possible organs that can be donated. 

Is it ethically justifiable to withhold organs from possible reci-
pients after death?

ETHICAL QUES-
TION ?
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LANGUAGE EXERCICE: BAN ON TOBACCO ADVERTISING AND E-CIGARET TES

The annual economic costs of tobacco consumption in Switzerland amount to CHF 5.6 billion. 

In order to protect young people, the Council of States now wants to introduce tobacco advertisements in 

newspapers and on the Internet in general and forbid tobacco advertising in cinemas, posters in public spaces 

or sponsored by national open-air events.

After hundreds of cases of severe respiratory disease and two deaths, the U.S. state prohibits  flavoured e-cigarettes. 

At the federal level, the handling of e-cigarettes is not yet fully regulated. 

Take a look at the two films and comment on possible bans in 10-12 sentences.
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 Gliederung des Textes ( Einführung, Argumente, Schlussfolgerung )
 Logische Verknüpfung der Argumente
 Zurückhaltend, nich beleidigend, aber bestimmt in der Foprmulierung 
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